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1. Introduction
An accelerated irradiation experiment was carried out in Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) by
irradiating miniature Charpy V-notch (MCVN - 5x5x55 mm) specimens of SS316L(N) and SS304L(N)
material to 2-5dpa. The purpose of this experiment was to compare the impact toughness properties of
SS316L(N) and SS304L(N) under low dose irradiation conditions. The post irradiation examination of
material irradiated in FBTR is carried out in the hot cells of Radio Metallurgy Laboratory (RML).
As requirement of impact testing of irradiated specimens did not arise earlier, the concrete hot cells did
not house an impact testing machine. As there was no long term programme on irradiation of CVN
specimens in FBTR, installing an impact test machine in hot cells just for one or two campaigns was not
favorably considered. Instead impact testing was carried out using a mobile shielding system erected on
the rear side of hot cells in an administratively controlled and ventilated zone. The hot cells are accessible
from the rear side via a 900mm diameter man entry and 200mm diameter material transfer door by opening
the mobile concrete shielding door. Impact machine was installed adjacent to the mobile concrete shielding
door and a mobile shielded remote handling system was employed to shield against the radioactive
specimens. The irradiated MCVN specimens were remotely taken out of hot cells through material transfer
door, impact tested and sent back to the hot cells. This abstract gives a brief description about the impact
testing campaign.

2. Activity Estimation and Shielding Calculations
The 24 pre fabricated MCVN samples irradiated in FBTRwas received in hot cells and dose
measurement was carried out to estimate the activity. From a typical measured dose rate of 500 mSv/h on
contact with a MCVN impact sample, the source term was calculated as 277.5 MBq activity of Co-60 point
source. The configuration of the impact test facility was modeled using Monte Carlo code MCNP [1] and
rigorous computing runs were performed to map the gamma dose rates around the shielded facility during
the transfer and testing operations. The computation of doses were performed for the operating personnel
involved in (i) sample transfer from cell to machine and back and (ii) sample loading & testing in the mobile
shielded facility.
Radiation mapping of the mobile shielded remote handling system was conducted using a comparable
activity Co-60 source and the dose rates were found to be in good agreement with the estimated dose rate
values. Based on the analysis, the total dose estimated for testing of impact specimens was calculated to be
102.5PµSv per specimen for three persons. This dose was a conservative estimate with factor of two on
maximum dose estimated and based on the time required for impact testing during mock up of the facility.
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